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BUKKEHAVE

BUKKEHAVE is a Danish jewellery brand that has 

been designing original and brave contemporary 

pieces of jewellery sience 2011.

The company´s style is based on goldsmith 

Christine Bukkehaves unique and explicitly 

Scandinavian sense of aesthetics and 

BUKKEHAVE´s designs are often inspired by organic 

and abstract forms found in nature. By letting 

these natural forms collide head on with strict and 

minimalistic design elements, Christine Bukkehave 

achieves a style that is both full of contrast and 

opposing themes. Just like modern life itself.

To follow up on this theme, BUKKEHAVE has always 

worked with combining classic and alternative 

materials. Christine Bukkehave has great passion 

and respect for more standardized metals like gold 

and silver but she is not afraid to have them clash 

with more exotic materials and various gems. 

BUKKEHAVE incorporates these clashes between 

the safe and the untested, the raw and the frail, 

between the city and the countryside, between 

culture and nature in all of our product and it is our 

artistic ambition to never rest on any laurels and 

instead keep challenging the boundaries of this 
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Every BUKKEHAVE design is made by hand and 

has been carefully chosen with great emphasis on 

originality, quality and good craftsmanship.

SEDNA Named after the female goddess of the sea 

in Inuit mythology, the collection SEDNA seeks to 

elaborate on several themes of importance for the 
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by Inuit culture and have a strong connection to the 

sea, the north and to the clear, unspoiled coldness 

of the artic. The collection combines both strength 

and frailty in strict, simple and explicitly feminine 

designs for the modern, powerful woman of today.



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Ivasna Earrings _ Silver 2x2 squared thread, L:4 cm

     
Ivik Earrings _ Silver/marble 2x2 squared thread, L:4 cm    

Inuk Earrings _ Silver 2x2 squared thread, L:4 cm.    Ivalo Earrings _ Silver 2x2 squared thread, L:2 cm    

Ivaana Earstuds _  Silver 6 mm



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Nortu Bracelet _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread    

Napasu Bracelet _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread.    

Naalik Bracelet _ Silver/marble 3x3 mm squared thread    



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Nalaak Bracelet _ Silver/marble 3x3 mm squared thread  



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Nuka Bracelet _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread   

Nikki Bracelet _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread   Napa#02 Bracelet _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread   

Napa#01 Bracelet _ Silver  2x2 mm squared thread   
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SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Avva Ring _ Silver 2x2 squared thread    

Appa Ring _ Silver 2x2 squared thread    Akka Ring _ Silver/marble 2x2 squared thread   

Anu Ring _ Silver 2x2 squared thread    





Tuttu Necklace _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread   



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE

Tuukula Necklace _ Silver 3x3 mm squared thread   Tavik Necklace _ Silver/marble 3x3 mm squared thread   



SEDNA BUKKEHAVE



www.christinebukkehave.dk 

info@christinebukkehave.dk
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